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The book of the 
presentation!
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We need to replace our intranet/enterprise 

search/e-commerce search/information 

management/knowledge management application

We need to have a set of requirements 

that we can share with solution vendors

We need a list of 

vendors
Can you 

recommend a 

vendor?

Information science meets IT
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Learning from Logica (1989-1991)

The primary task of a consultant is always to be able to 
differentiate between ‘fitness to specification’ and ‘fitness for purpose’

Delivering an outcome that is fit for purpose is more important 
than delivering profit. If it is fit for purpose, then the profit will come
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A solution that is fit for purpose is more likely to meet the expectations
of the client, especially those of the employees using the system



Defining 
expectations

To define search 
requirements with any 
degree of confidence 
you have to start with 
the user expectations
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Even Google does it!
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One size does not fit all

Information retrieval in the workplace: a comparison of 
professional search practices — University of Strathclyde
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https://pureportal.strath.ac.uk/en/publications/information-retrieval-in-the-workplace-a-comparison-of-profession


Organists have 
to cope with 
odd user 
interfaces! 
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A commitment to transparency

1989
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2011 2007 2012/2015 2017



My ground rules

• When I set up Intranet Focus Ltd. I had seven rules of engagement
1. I will only work in areas in which I have business experience

2. I will not work for central or local government

3. I will not work to a scope decided by a procurement department

4. I will only work on a fixed fee basis

5. I will only work on interesting projects

6. I will always ask for a meeting with the project sponsor before starting work

7. I will always smile. It makes other people wonder what you know that they don’t
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The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money

#3 How will we 
manage scope 
creep

#4 How will risks 
be identified and 
managed?

#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

#6 How will we 
keep track of the 
project?
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A typical project plan

A typical project duration would be 12 months
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The Babel message
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https://iconbooks.com/ib-title/the-babel-message/

https://iconbooks.com/ib-title/the-babel-message/


The Babel dimension

76% of employees are
searching English-language
documents in their second, or
maybe third language

Source – client of Intranet Focus Ltd

Many of the English language 
documents may well have been
written by someone who does
not have English as their first language 

Some of the documents may be
written in more than one language
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Reading, writing, speaking and 
understanding
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages


Code switching
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http://awinlanguage.blogspot.com/2017/06/kinds-of-code-switching.html

http://awinlanguage.blogspot.com/2017/06/kinds-of-code-switching.html


Stakeholder mapping

17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_analysis

Culture &
language

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_analysis


First 
impressions?
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© Nick White
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We live in a pragmatic, 
problem solving culture in 
which knowing things and

telling others what we know is 
valued . . . Having to ask is a 

sign of weakness or ignorance,
so we avoid it as much as 

possible.

Edgar Schein



The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money

#3 How will we 
manage scope 
creep

#4 How will risks 
be identified and 
managed?

#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

#6 How will we 
keep track of the 
project?
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#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?



Plan the first meeting agenda

• Always in advance of a contract
• Have something (preferably a diagram) ready to share 
• Find a common area of interest within a couple of minutes
• How much experience do they have of managing a consulting 

project?
• Share and develop objectives (consultants have them as well)
• Get risks onto the table
• Control without being controlling
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Starting the discussion
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Search satisfaction octagon
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Assessing my 
contribution

Agreeing a set of performance 
metrics ensures that the client 
feels it is in control
• Realistic planning
• Building relationships
• Knowledge sharing at the 

close of the project
• Quality of documentation
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The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money

#3 How will we 
manage scope 
creep

#4 How will risks 
be identified and 
managed?

#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

#6 How will we 
keep track of the 
project?
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#2 Getting 
value for our 
money
Value is a personal 
assessment – different 
stakeholders will have 
different perceptions of 
the project value
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Decision-focused value
• What decision is going to be made as a result of the engagement?
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Risk reduction value

• A Board of Directors has a duty to manage the operational risks to the 
business

• Operational risks are visibly presented in annual report, and have to 
be signed off by the Board

• Risk management is a good way to start a discussion about an 
engagement and also to justify the engagement fee and corporate 
commitment against the potential benefit to the business
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The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money

#3 How will we 
manage scope 
creep

#4 How will risks 
be identified and 
managed?

#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

#6 How will we 
keep track of the 
project?
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#3 How will I 
manage scope 
creep?
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Working backwards from the report

• Almost always the end result of a consulting assignment is a report

• Yet rarely in my experience is there ever a discussion about the 
format, content, length etc of the report at the outset of a project

• In particular, 
• Who is going to read it and why?

• What are their expectations?

• What decisions are they going to take having read the report?
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Report scope agreement

The aim of presenting the report structure at the earliest point
possible is that it helps define the overall and sub-level objectives

Clients appreciate the transparency and have something tangible
to show their manager

The page allocations may change during the project. It the total is 
unchanged then so is the fee

If a significant change in scope becomes a requirement then there
is a basis for a discussion about a fee change
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The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
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#4 How will 
project risks be 
identified and 
managed?
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Project risk management

• There are of course many approaches to scoring and managing risk, 
but LoB managers may not be aware of them.

• Bringing a discussion about project risk management into the project 
plan at the earliest possible point reassures the client that there is a 
common agreement that risks need to be placed very transparently 
on the table

• Zero risk is not possible – it’s a question of the risk appetite on both 
sides

• Define the process for managing red flag issues
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Risk appetite
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https://www.piranirisk.com/blog/what-is-risk-appetite

Schedule

Scope
Resources

https://www.piranirisk.com/blog/what-is-risk-appetite


Project risks – my experience

1. No access to the project sponsor on a timely basis
2. Difficulty in remote access to internal systems and file shares
3. Unpredictable access to documents that have a bearing on the 

project
4. Key staff are not available for interview
5. The client’s project manager is overloaded
6. The scope and/or deliverables are changed by edict, not agreement
7. Stakeholders appear without warning
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The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money
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#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

It comes back to focusing
on fitness to purpose and
not on fitness to specification



“It depends”
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Stanford Shopping Center • DineShopPlay.com

https://www.dineshopplay.com/business/stanford-shopping-center/


Defining user/employee 
requirements
• Clients are often very uneasy about letting a consultant loose in their 

organisation

• Will the interviewees be annoyed, reluctant to speak etc.?

• User interviews rarely get the level of attention that is required in the 
project planning

• Working in Germany in particular is a special challenge!

• Will they talk about the work-arounds?
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Defining interviewee personas
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Managing user interviews #1
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Managing user interviews #2
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Managing user interviews #3

• Always, always, pilot test the interview format
• Never take verbatim notes – you lose eye contact
• Not everyone speaks fluent English
• Hand your “pen” to the interviewee towards the end of the interview
• Agree a summary of the interview before leaving
• Check back the summary a week later
• Keep the interviewee in the loop on project progress, though not on 

outcomes of the research
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Uncovering
workarounds

The project is derailed 
by two (or more) 
versions of the truth 
that drive different 
expectations
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All types of workarounds
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Focus groups

• Focus groups seem to be such a good way of getting a spectrum of responses 
from a spectrum of people

• They are very difficult to manage and always need to be double-headed by the 
consulting team

• Always always pilot test

• They work best when everyone in the group is known to you already

• It takes only a single person with a personal objective, or new to the group, to 
wreck a focus group

• In general, it is best to use them to validate outcomes from one-on-one interviews 
and not as a primary source of information
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The definitive 
guide



The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money

#3 How will we 
manage scope 
creep

#4 How will risks 
be identified and 
managed?

#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

#6 How will we 
keep track of the 
project?
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#6 How will we 
be able to keep 
track of the 
project?
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Milestone trend analysis diagrams

Milestone Trend Analysis (project-management-knowhow.com)

The initial forecast
Forecast at
Month 4
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https://www.project-management-knowhow.com/milestone_trend_analysis.html


Avoiding 
failure
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Lessons from my experience

1. Never assume that what worked in a previous engagement will 
work this time around

2. Never assume that all the relevant information has been passed on 
to you

3. Never try to out-maneouver the client – you do not know who their 
friends are and they make pay-days possible

4. Never assume that the project team will be consistent and informed
5. Never close out an engagement without having established an 

enduring relationship with the client
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Achieving 
success

@jordansconner57



My good practice suggestions

1. Be transparent in the partnership with your client. A consulting 
engagement should never become a game of power politics

2. Every stakeholder has to feel they have what they expected from the 
project. Have you personally met all the stakeholders?

3. Make sure that everyone you meet feels that they are vitally important to 
the successful outcome of the project 

4. Recognise that circumstances and objectives may change day to day, 
and be ready with solutions

5. Always have a helicopter/drone view of the project and don’t get lost in 
the detail, the excitement and the enthusiasm of the project team
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The big concerns…
and my Roadmap

#1 How can we 
build a win-win 
relationship?

#2 How can we 
ensure we get 
value for 
money

#3 How will we 
manage scope 
creep

#4 How will risks 
be identified and 
managed?

#5 How will we 
define user 
requirements?

#6 How will we 
keep track of the 
project?
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Thank you
• Consulting companies

• Business International/Creative Strategies International, Link Resources, International Data Corporation and Logica

• Consultants I have worked with, learned from and have great respect for

• Angela Abell, Howard McQueen, Steve Sieck, Sam Marshall and Peter Jackson

• Clients who taught me and allowed me to experiment

• International Monetary Fund

• World Bank

• MITRE

• Hoffmann La Roche

• Atlas Copco

• Open University

• Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge
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Time for 
reflection

http://intranetfocus.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/07/Managing-
Expectations.pdf61

http://intranetfocus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Managing-Expectations.pdf

